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Via North Point Project Media Dossier
Version: 26 August 2021
(A) General Project Information
The Via North Point Project (‘VNP’) is a project presented by the Hong Kong Arts Centre (‘HKAC’), sponsored
by Urban Renewal Fund (‘URF’). The VNP project is under the Urban Renewal Heritage Preservation & District
Revitalisation Funding Scheme granted by the URF.
Project Objectives:
1. To reactivate North Point District, enhance quality of living of its residents via public art, architectural and
urban planning with a human-centric and sustainable model
2. To preserve and promote tangible and intangible heritage by engaging multi-generations and enabling
knowledge and skill transfer of traditional cultural practice
3. To celebrate social diversity by catering for the needs and calling for participation from different communities
such as the kids, elderly and various ethnic minorities
-Key Strategies:
1. Urban Landscape Uplifting via Art: bring awareness & present new imagination and functions to various sites
in North Point
2. Empowering people to take part in Urban Planning via Architecture: encourage people to voice out how
they would like to use their communal space; facilitate productive conversation and exchange on envisioning the
future use of idle public spaces
Tagline: Be An Imagineer
Facebook: @ViaNorthPoint | Instagram: @ViaNorthPoint
Hashtags: #ViaNorthPoint #HongKongArtsCentre #UrbanRenewalFund #BeAnImagineer #NorthPoint
#Community

About Via North Point | www.via-northpoint.hk
North Point is a fascinating location full of collective memories yet also undergoing rapid urban and
socio-economic transformation, populated with diverse neighbourhoods. The Project carries a key mission in
empowering the community to envision a better future use of public space, and enhance the quality of living for
North Point Residents. Together with the concerted efforts with the collaborators, Hong Kong Arts Centre design
and engage the community with a series of participatory programmers and creative artistic structures to connect
the new and the old areas in the district, building capacity on public space, celebrating the uniqueness of North
Point and hence cultivating a sense of belonging and building the cultural citizenship through imaginations of
urban spaces.

About Hong Kong Arts Centre | www.hkac.org.hk
Hong Kong Arts Centre - Art for Passion, Art for Life, Art for All
Since 1977, the Hong Kong Arts Centre (HKAC) has been a platform for nurturing and supporting artists, and
infusing art into everyday life. Its unique arts and educational programmes aim to make the arts accessible for all.
The HKAC believes in the transformational power of art for people from all walks of life. Established for more than
four decades, the HKAC endeavours to bring arts to the people of Hong Kong – by presenting programmes for
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visual arts, performing arts, moving images and media arts, comics and animation. Our other areas also cover
arts education, conferences, festivals, public art and community projects. All with the vision and mission of
engaging and inspiring creativity in the Hong Kong community.
In 2000, HKAC founded its education arm, Hong Kong Art School (HKAS). The HKAS provides award-bearing
programmes to nurture artists and art practitioners, as well as short enrichment courses for the general public.
The HKAC aspires to engage everyone in the community to become an active participant in the arts - as an
enthusiast, an artist or a patron.
In 2023, the HKAC will celebrate its 45th anniversary. Let’s continue to embrace ‘Art for Passion, Art for Life, Art
for All’, and share the inspiration.

About Urban Renewal Fund | www.urfund.org.hk
As part of the Urban Renewal Strategy promulgated in February 2011, one of the main objects of the Urban
Renewal Trust Fund is to support heritage preservation and district revitalization initiatives in the urban renewal
context. As the trustee of the Trust Fund, the Urban Renewal Fund (URF) operates the Urban Renewal Heritage
Preservation and District Revitalization Funding Scheme to provide financial support to urban renewal
preservation and revitalization projects proposed by the community.

About Via North Point Urban Design Lab
Our City. Our Home – Online Exhibition of Urban Design Lab
The exhibition ‘Our City. Our Home @Urban Design Lab’ offers an experimental study of the neighbourhood in
Chun Yeung Street, North Point, conducted in the Urban Design Lab jointly initiated by Hong Kong Arts Centre
and Project Hap Sap. Based on the empathic understanding of the community, Lab members envisioned an
alternative quality of urban living through a series of co-design workshops. The design ideas represented are
temporal, capturing a moment of thought, but it is our reflection on the meaning of and aspirations for the public
space.
Collaborators:
Ms KO Kar Yeung, Rina
Mr MO Kar Him
Project Hap Sap (renamed “Happy Aging Lab”), Department of Architecture, Chinese University of Hong Kong

About Open Call for Creative Community Space Proposals
With the mission of empowering the community to envision a better future use of public space, Hong Kong Arts
Centre is now inviting submissions for Open Call for Creative Community Space Proposals to embrace the
betterment of the public realm as part of the Via North Point project funded by Urban Renewal Fund. Local
creative talents are welcomed to submit design ideas that will improve urban spaces, and take an active
consideration of the urban fabric, context and culture in response to the community needs in North Point.
Selected innovative and exceptional proposals will receive funding to build and showcase to become a part of the
Project’s month-long Festival in September 2021!
6 Winning Creative Artworks have been selected and announced in April 2021. Refer to the table below.
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(B) All Via North Point commissioned public artworks
Type I: Six Creative Community Space Artworks (winners of “Open Call for Creative Community
Proposals”)
Theme: Based on survey reports after the Urban Design Lab (carried out in Jan 2021), a compilation of resident
feedback on North Point’s living conditions and issues. 6 finalists have been selected by the judging panel out of
76 submissions of the Open Call. Currently under development into public artworks, and will be unveiled at the
Festival Opening.
Artworks (Unveil on 30 August 2021)

Artwork Information

01. A Cycle of Life in CY

Artist: MLKK Studio Ltd

●
●
●

Community garden, food waste upcycling, bio gas
Where: Chun Yeung Street
Exhibit period: 30 August – end Oct 2021

The choreography of trams manoeuvering through the
bustling markets in Chun Yeung Street creates an
uniquely "Hong Kong" local spectacle. The vibrant
Chung Yeung neighbourhood enlivened by North
Point-ers daily living scenes, stages a collective space
for the local community.
"A Cycle of Life in Chun Yeung" is an interactive spatial
piece that curates a sense of ownership through
place-making. The space initiates the end of one
lifecycle - food waste collected from Chun Yeung
Street, regenerated as a new source of energy that
cultivates communal space.

02. The Symphony of North Point
●
●
●

Sound amplifiers, street music, playfulness
Where: North Point Promenade
Exhibit period: 30 August – end Sep 2021

03. Hangout Islands in North Point
●
●
●

Miniature artificial beach, urban sanctuary
Where: North Point Public Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – end Sep 2021

Artist: ARTA Architects Ltd
Sound has no boundaries. A simple greeting, or a short
piece of music can bring out a heart-felt warmth to
people, and the peaceful sounds of nature can bring a
sense of calm and serenity to chaotic city life. The
Symphony of North Point is an urban furniture and
sound exchanging device that encourages
intergenerational communication through the sound of
People, Places and Nature. We believe sound has the
power to activate a communal space for all in the
neighbourhoods of North Point.

Artist: AaaM Architects
"Hangout Islands in North Point" is a pop-up miniature
beach with greenery and seatings on the North Point
Public Pier. It will be an urban oasis- a breathing space
in the hectic and densely-populated North Point, that
fosters a sense of place and communion at the
"Hangout Islands". We wish to co-create the space
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with the North Point kaifong, local shops, and
organizations.

04. North Pointer
●
●
●

Upcycled, memories of North Point, old & new
Where: North Point Public Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – end Sep 2021

05. Sugar Factory
●
●
●

Street fitness, healthy lifestyle, playfulness
Where: Tin Chiu Street
Exhibit period: 30 August – end Sep 2021

06. #TackPoint
●
●

Plastic upcycle, plastic canopy, sustainability
Where: North Point Public Pier

Artist: O&O Studio x REhyphenation
"North Pointer" upcycled furniture that carries unique
stories and memories donated by North Point
residents. After the redesign and reassemble process,
each furniture transforms into "North Pointer", a family
member of North Point, and continue to create
collective memories for all. All users will be responsible
for the management of the "North Pointer". This project
aims to strengthen the bond between community
members, and to assemble public spaces for all sorts
of activities. Ultimately, we wish to utilize the
under-used harbourfront into a hangout spot of North
Point.

Artist: Lee Lok Sun, Jason
Tong Shui Road, named in commereration of the
abandoned urban plan to build a sugar factory in the
area, inspired the conception of Sugar Factory. Muscle,
much like sugar, is very attractive; “Sugar Factory”- a
street fitness device, will be a place for all to create
attractive muscle.

●

Artist: #TackTeam

The North Point Vernacular is practical, fit for purpose,
and constructed by simple, everyday objects. Located
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●

Exhibit period: 30 August – end Sep 2021

on the fringe of two distinctively different areas of
North Point, #TackPoint is a transitional space that
celebrates the essence of the neighbourhood and
encourages social interaction. The translucent floating
canopy co-created by the community offers public
resting places with adaptive street furniture modules. A
range of accessories can be tacked onto the base
structures to prompt different uses a pop up market on
this day, and an outdoor screening space the next.
#TackPoint is ever evolving and defined by those who
use it. #TackPoint is collectively created by the
community, shared, and has the intention to be
returned.

Type II: Floating Public Artworks outside North Point Water Promenade
Theme: Remembering North Point’s old waterfront/shoreline, evoking a sense of collective nostalgia and fostering
the public’s awareness on environmental sustainability topics within the community.
Art Installations

Artist Statement

07. Ocean Imagineer

Artist: Cesar Jung-Harada @ Scoutbots

●
●
●

Floating oyster hatchery, biodiversity, water quality
Where: water level outside North Point Public Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – end Nov 2021

08. Reimagining Collective Swimming in North
Point
●
●
●

Swimming shed installation, history of North Point,
collective memory
Where: water level outside North Point Public Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – end Nov 2021

North Point was once a popular place with collective
swimming decks and huts for people to swim in clean
and unpolluted harbours back to a century ago. Ocean
Imagineer is an oyster-shaped floating installation that
explores the connections between art, science and the
marine environment. The concept of the installation is
to create a natural filtration system by oyster-farming
that fosters water purification and re-creating
biodiverse habitat simultaneously at the coastline of
North Point Promenade. This experimentation hopes to
give people food for thoughts on living together with
other species for a sustainable future.

Artist: yucolab
There once was a popular swimming decks and huts in
North Point located near the nowadays Tsat Tsz Mui
Road. Operated by a recreation club, they provided a
leisure and sporting space for the public. In time, the
process of urbanisation has created a modernised
North Point deprived of natural space. This art
installation embodies such memories and reminisces
over the special relationship between the North Point
community and the bustling coastline, reflecting our
more-than-human connection with the city. This
installation will remain performatory and is not intended
for actual use.
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*Image for internal reference only

Type III: Community Beautification Artworks
Theme: Ongoing development of artwork based on community workshops, engaging collective efforts to build a
stronger sense of cultural citizenship within the North Point community.

09. Natural Order
●
●
●

Community garden, plant adoption, green-hacking
Where: North Point East Ferry Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

10A-10E. The Corner Coast
●
●
●

North Point soundscape, sound art tour
Where: Tsat Tsz Mui Road to Fortress Hill Road
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

Artist: Anthony KO@Dilemma Studio, Jeff KWONG

The unbalanced development of urban space
isolates people from the needs of life. The
designer and the "Shoreside Planting Crew", from
operating the prototype of community gardens to
preparing varied modular installations, have
joined hands to repair the connection between
mankind and nature and search for a salubrious
"home" for plants and people.

Artist: Jacklam HO
Sound installations will be situated at 5 spots along
from Tsat Tsz Mui Road to Fortress Hill Road. Snippets
of everyday soundscape and stories interweave to
narrate a North Point community history, provoking
participants’ very own coast line imagination.
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11. North Point．Coastline
●
●
●

Stained glass painting, collective memory of North
Point waterfront
Where: Side A, HF61 Footbridge, junction of Java
Road and Tong Shui Road
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

●

Artists: Sim Chan x Stanley Siu & community
participants

A devine beam brightens earthly lives; natural light
announces its presence in our lives as it permeates
through stained glass. The artistic depiction on the
stained glass radiates a North Point livelihoods’
fluorescence, made possible by public participation.

*Image for internal reference only
12. Wandering in Chun Yeung: Here & Past
●
●
●

Mural painting
Where: Side B, HF61 Footbridge, junction of Java
Road and Tong Shui Road
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

●

Artists: Art Napping (CHAN Sin Hang, Kacey
CHAN, Rita LAU, Hei PANG) & community
participants

Inspired by stories shared in community workshops
and interviews, the artist has created a surrealist mural
on the footbridge. The collage of small animals with
local elements of different eras bridges the myriad of
livelihoods, showcasing North Point over time.

*Image for internal reference only
13. Under the Sea
●

Public illustration, North Point shoreline, global
warming & rising sea level

Artist: Onion Peterman (Pronoun: They/Them)
The illustration creates a fun imaginary of the former
North Point coastal line cityscape with trees and
marine life from Hong Kong, in hope to bring
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●
●

Where: external lift shaft, HF84 Footbridge, King’s
Road & Pak King Street junction
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

14. Pacing in North Point
●
●
●
●

Digital collage
North Point landscape
Where: North Point West Ferry Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

15. In This Pier
●
●
●
●

Watercolour on paper
Pier stall signage revamp
Where: North Point Ferry West Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

awareness of climate change that causes the rise of
sea level.

Artist: Kinchoi LAM
The work is inspired by the old and new community in
North Point. The artist depicts the unique landscape of
the community on the pillars of the pier. The pillars are
divided into five themes, reflecting the different aspects
of the community. Starting from the entrance of the
ferry pier, it is the scenery of the households in North
Point, then to the streets, shops, then the waterfront
space, the demolished open-air bus station, and finally
back to the pier to board the boat and watch the
scenery of Victoria Harbour. There are two ways to
view this series of works.The public can walk from the
entrance of the pier to the gate and enjoy a journey to
the pier with the perspective of North Point as their
home. On the contrary, they can lead the visitors who
disembark to discover the appearance and good
places of North Point.

Artist: HAO Lap Yan, Benjamin
This pier is a unique complex of seafood market,
transportation and communal space. After my visit, I
realized each of the stalls in this pier market has their
own way of selling specialty goods and favorite
seafoods. With this information and inspiration, I
position myself as a listener, observer and artist to
channel the uniqueness and passion of each stall with
my watercolour paintings. And with the design signage,
I wish my artwork can be a gift to each stall.
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(for ref only)
16. A Corner of North Point
●
●
●
●

Digital painting
North Point’s birds, bird-watching, diversity
Where: North Point Ferry West Pier
Exhibit period: 30 August – until further notice

Artist: Carmen OR
Various creatures live with us in the urban city and
birds are one of our neighbours that can be seen and
heard. I intend to display the birds of North Point and
show them in their natural forms, and paint traditional
ink painting digitally, which echoes with the blend of
old and new of North Point.

Type IV: Community Art-Hacking Projects
When Art Hacks into Time-Tested Shop Fronts
Via North Point has paired up a spice shop, bookstore, newsstand, and primary school with artists. They then
designed a series of furniture from their residency-in-store, customized to fit the needs of store workers and
patrons, aspired to preserve the unique characters of the space with art and design.
17. Tin Yin Coconut Shop Grocery Store

●
●

Where: 34 Marble Road
Wooden shelving improvement

18. Fei Tat News Stand
●

Shop B4, 22 Fort Street, North Point

●

Artists: Ng Ting-ho, Roy

Via North Point has created an artist-in-residence
program at Tin Yin Coconut in hopes of enhancing the
store’s space utility with creativity and expertise. The
artists have customized a set of storage furniture
tailored to the local shop’s needs, offering organization
solutions and preserving the store’s uniqueness.

●

Artists: Cou Tou Woodworking Studio, Dio
Wong
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Ms Ng has connected with and provided for gaifong
newspapers and magazines from her newsstand for 20
years. Coutou Woodworking Studio and interior
designer Dio have collaborated to design a mobile,
retractable display cabinet, introducing a new,
convenient flowline for shoppers, revolutionizing the
consumer experience at the newsstand.

19. Sam Kee Book Company
●
●

Where: Basement, King’s Centre, 193 King’s Road
, North Point
Wooden book-shelving

20. Chan’s Creative School (HK Island)

●

Artists: CHI CHOI CAT, Caphis Chan

As time passes, the wooden book stands at Sam Kee
Bookstore are struggling to bear weight. However, the
bookstore stands tall as a representation of the vibrant
North Point community. Fellow Hong Kong based
carpenters Chichoimao and Caphis Chan have
designed a practical and durable display cabinet for
the shop owner’s collections, and to accompany the
bookstore to new heights.

●

Artists: Dylan Kwok Tat Lun

Chan’s Creative School is a joyous environment in
North Point for children to learn, play, and grow. Via
North Point has invited designer Dylan Kwok to design
interactive furniture for the primary school, such as
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82 Marble Road, North Point

utilities in the refurbished music room, an engaging
playground corner, and to redecorate the piano corner.
The project is still in the design process, estimated completion
date on 2 September 2021.
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Projected Outcome: The 15-minute Art Circle in North Point
Throughout the two-year project timeframe, Via North Point has gathered ample support and valuable effort
from urban planning experts, stakeholders, North Point residents as well as arts enthusiasts around Hong
Kong, to instill through art a stronger sense of bonding and pride in one of Hong Kong’s oldest
neighbourhoods. With the unveiling of 20 public artworks and a series of community engagement
programmes in September, Via North Point hopes to create a 15-minute art circle that promotes the easy
accessibility of art in public space, together with the abundance of local shops with unique characters.
Distribution of VNP Public Artworks
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(C) Via North Point Festival programmes
*Full programme details, blurbs and artist information can be provided on separate cover upon request. All
programme details are subject to change unless specified otherwise.
Festival Opening Forum | 30 August 2021, 14:00-17:00, K11 Atelier King’s Road
VNP Festival Opening Ceremony | 30 August 2021, 18:00-19:00, North Point East Ferry Pier (Bauhinia Cruise
Pier)

The Urban Mastermind: The Myth of Co-Living

Dialogue Discussion 1: City as Urban Village
Dialogue Discussion 2: Art as Public Good
Keynote Speech: Designing Public Spaces for Quality Living
“Urban Mastermind – the myth of co-living” attempts to demystify the role of art, design and architecture as an
agent to public space intervention and explores possibilities of co-living. Speakers from the governmental, NGO
and commercial sectors gather to exchange insights from different perspectives. Highlight topics include the first
social housing in Hong Kong, “Light Be”; pop-up artwork initiatives along the harbourfront in Hong Kong; as well
as Superkilen, a public park in Copenhagen, Denmark which celebrates ethnic diversity through public art.

Forum Guests (in order of appearance):
Mr. Michael Wong Wai-lun, JP, Secretary for Development, HKSARG
Mr. Peter Yuen, MH, Member, Board of Governors & Chairman, Building Committee, Hong Kong Arts Centre
Mr. Ian Leung, Programme Director, Hong Kong Arts Centre
Mr. Ricky Yu, Founder & CEO, Light Be
Ms. Winnie Ho Wing-yin, JP, Director of Architectural Services, HKSARG
Mr. Law Wing Chung, Founder & Managing Director, Jervois One
Mr. Vincent Ng, Architect, Chairman of Harbourfront Commission
Ms. Connie Lam, Executive Director, Hong Kong Arts Centre
Mr. Andrew Mead, Head of Architecture (ARBUK), Mass Transit Railway Hong Kong [via Zoom]
Mr. Eric Li, Director (Asia), Bjarke Ingels Group [via Zoom]
Prof. Steven Ngai, Chairman of the Board, Urban Renewal Fund

"Taste of North Point" Memory Hub series
Date: Late-June to Mid-August 2021
Location: North Point East Ferry Pier Entrance
Programme Collaborator: Making On Loft
Experience Nostalgic North Point at Bauhinia Pier
The Bauhinia Pier will not only host numerous workshops in ceramics, incense, screen printing, and recipe
design, artists will also be gathering vintage objects and stories of the past from local kaifong. Come walk down
North Point’s memory lane of nostalgic community connections. Through a series of food-related experiences,
participants will discover and recall the flavours that evoke memories, and work together to recreate the exclusive
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North Point dining experiences.
Workshop 1: Handmade Incense Workshop with Okapi Studio
Okapi Studio will guide participants to express the image of North Point through the making of incense.
Combining the scents of North Point’s streets or the enjoyable taste of food from childhood, participants will
create incense in various shapes, smells and usages. Let's connect the community with fragrance, and to store
collective memories through scents.

Workshop 2: Pottery Workshop with Lau Chi Chung @ Old Textbook
Artist Lau Chi Chung, founder of Old Textbook has designed a series of illustrations centering the livelihood of
North Point district. He will lead participants to experience pottery crafts through procedures of clay molding and
glazing. With the themed stencils, participants will work together and create pottery dishes filled with North Point
specific elements . The finished works will be displayed inside the Memory Hub.
Participants are welcomed to bring along their household utensils such as soup bowls, sauce dishes or rice
scoops, and share their dining experiences and household memories from their daily lives in North Point. These
local household utensils and stories collections will be displayed in the Memory Hub.
Workshop 3: Fabric Art Workshop with Lau Chi Chung @ Old Textbook
With the use of dye and silk screen-printing tools, participants will be led to design and create bento napkins
instilled with the elements of North Point. Fabric paints and crafting materials will be provided for free and creative
illustrations. Neighbourhoods are welcome to bring along old fabric products such as used bags, tablecloth or old
T-shirts to the silk screen-printing station, and renew these old fabric goods by giving them a North Point themed
makeover.
Workshop 4: Recipe Design Workshop with Bouie Choi
Artist Bouie Choi will guide participants to a flavourful journey. Centering the tastes of the community,
participants can explore the local dining culture from common street snacks, representative restaurants and
family recipes, together they will co-design innovative dishes and menus that captures the essence of North Point
culture.

Taste of North Point Memory Hub, made by woodwork artist Making On Loft (image for internal reference only)

#danceless Public Participatory Project: “Body in Time” - Fragments of Space and Time
Date: 4 & 11 September, 2021 at 14:00
Venue: Chan’s Creative School (HK Island)
Programme Collaborator: Unlock Dancing Plaza
Everybody- and yes, seniors can and do, hit the dance floor!
Seniors can be dancers too! Under instructions by dancer-artists, over 20 seniors, aged between 64 and 88, have
learnt to be expressive storytellers through their bodies and sensories at the “Body in Time” workshops. The
upcoming dance performance will be a testament to the seniors’ collective effort!
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Participatory Theatre: A Whole New World
Date: 12 & 19 September, 2021 at 12:00-13:30 & 16:00-17:30
Venue: North Point East Ferry Pier (Bauhinia Cruise Pier)
Programme Collaborator: One Pant Theatre Production
Performable Public Space Calls For Your Acting Genes
A group of animals had initially faced difficulties during the discovery of a new world. With collective imagination,
they soon turned this into a chance for public space creation! We invite all to partake in the participatory theatre
performance produced by Pants Theatre Production, and explore the potentials of North Point communal spaces
together.

#danceless public participatory project: DADADADA.DA Workshop & Screening
Date: 25 September, 2021 at 15:30 (workshop) & 17:30 (screening)
Venue: Chan’s Creative School (HK Island)
Programme Collaborator: Unlock Dancing Plaza
The Magic of Street “Flash Mob” Dance
Dancing IS all fun and games! The workshop takes inspiration from Japanese dance training, and aims to unleash
the participants’ full bodily potentials through intense game and play. Led by artists, participants will not only be
doing flashmob performances in the streets, but will also co-choreograph a dance to be recorded and played
during the Via North Point Festival.

Free public stage: Show Hand Show
Date: 9, 12, 18 & 19 September, 2021 at 12:00-18:00
Venue: North Point Waterfront
Programme Collaborators: PUTYOURSELF.in, KaCaMa Design Lab
Step On the Improv Stage- You Name the Show, You Perform It!
The world is your stage! Whether it is music performance, public speaking, movie scenes enactment, or singing
school hymns; be it amateur or professional- as long as you are in the mood for performing, you are welcomed to
come on stage and “show hand”. Let’s redefine the possibilities of public space!

Via North Point Art Market
Date: 9, 12, 18 & 19 September, 2021 at 12:00-18:00
Venue: North Point East Ferry Pier (Bauhinia Cruise Pier)
Programme Collaborators: PUTYOURSELF.in, KaCaMa Design Lab
Skill share, sustainable co-living, and reading club at the harbourfront art market
15 handicraft stalls have been cherry-picked to transform the North Point East Ferry Pier into an art market.
Exploring topics on sustainability and co-living, a storytelling workshop revolving around the North Point
community; a calligraphy workshop in which the copybook is inspired by characters from North Point streets; and
a special card game inspired by the ingenious local North Point workforce will also be featured.
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Workshop 1: Story-telling Workshop by Rolling Books
Knowledge is Power, Reading Makes You Smart
Rolling Books, organizer of the reading club, has curated six illustrated books in relation to social issues faced in
North Point. There will be two reading club activities: the first activity will be a slow drift through North Point,
tasting local delicacies along the way, led by Rolling Books founder James. The second activity will be an
illustration books-sharing led by Rolling Books storytellers, to deepen our understanding of the community
starting with drawings.
--Workshop 2: North Point Seagull King by Seagull Society
You are Challenged to a Battle of North Point Skills.
There are many unsung workers whose duties are cornerstones of their community. The North Point Seagull King,
through in-depth research, has created a card game with the job types and skills required for these
seldomly-known positions, printed on each card. Come battle it out at the art market!
--Workshop 3: Calligraphy Workshop by Jonathan Yu
Collect Words of North Point in Calligraphy Tracings
As you hurry past North Point, swamped by the day-to-day, have you ever paid attention to the street and shop
signs? Calligrapher Jonathan has designed a copybook with characters unique to the streets of North Point. We
have prepared copybooks, ink, and ink brush- come join our calligraphy workshop, and experience North Point
through each stroke.

Community Wanderer Guided Tours
Date:11 & 25 September, 2021 at 10:00-12:00 & 14:00-16:00
Venue: Various checkpoints around North Point
Programme Collaborators: Kai Fong Tour
Explore the Unseen Local Gems of North Point with Kaifongs
Kaifong Tour have designed eight guided tours that thread through the cultural landscape of North Point in
collaboration with kaifong residents. As opposed to the generic guided tours, our native North Pointer tour guides
will engage the participants’ six senses to gain a deeper appreciation of the stories and cultural landmarks of
North Point.

Parade on the Beat
Date:12 & 19 September, 2021 at 14:00-15:30 & 18:00-19:30
Venue: North Point East Ferry Pier & Surroundings
Programme Collaborator: Anna Fan @ Drip Music
Grab a Baton, Hit the Drum and Join the Sizzling Groove!
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Percussionist Anna Fan will be leading a cross-discipline percussion parade, comprising jazz and world music
musicians. Music doesn’t have to be appreciated while seated- come join and immerse in the lively rhythms of
our fun improv parade.

Sound art tour: The Corner Coast
Date:12 & 19 September, 2021 at 14:00-15:30 & 18:00-19:30
Venue: 5 selected locations in North Point, along Tsat Tsz Mui Road to Fortress Hill Road
Programme Collaborator: Jacklam Ho
Story-telling & Story-walking: Sounds and Tales of the Past, From North Point Natives to You
Sound artist Jacklam has interweaved a soundscape of kaifong memories and environmental sounds with
sound installations situated around North Point landmarks. Dive into the immersive soundwalk to explore an
intimate history of the North Point community.

Shoreside Planting Crew Community Garden
Date: September 2021
Venue: North Point East Ferry Pier (Bauhinia Cruise Pier)
Programme Collaborators: Growsomething, Storychick
Plant a Seed from Scratch & Co-Create North Point's Very Own Community Garden
A team of horticulturists, urban designers, and architects have banded together to create a series of planting
and communal gardening workshops, nurturing North Point's own “Shoreside Planting Crew” in pursuit of
green-living and urban greening. After months of digging and planting, we can now marvel at the beautiful,
co-created community garden at the North Point Ferry Pier.

Via North Point Zine Cooking Workshop
Date: 18 & 25 September, 2021 at 13:00-18:00
Venue: Meeting@Causewau Bay, 1/F Diamond Mansion, 462-468 Lockhart Road, Causeway Bay
Programme Collaborators: George Tang @ La Maison de George
It’s a North Point-Flavoured cookout!
Chef and restaurateur George from La Maison de George, has paid homage and engaged in in-depth
conversations about recipes and industry ethics with twelve, both traditional and trendy, restaurants in North
Point. George then designed North Point style fusion recipes with local ingredients, inspired by the stories of
kaifong. We invite all to cook together with George, a meal that is distinctively North Point!

Concurrent Events by Participating Artists
03. Hangout Island in North Point – Community Activities
Date: 11, 17 & 24 September 2021
Venue: North Point (Tong Shui Road) Public Pier
Artist: AaaM Architects
Brew On the Island

9 & 11 September

11:00-12:00
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Chill On the Island
Shoot On the Island
Music On the Island

17 & 24 September
17 September
24 September

17:00-19:00
16:00-18:30
18:00-19:00

04. Sugar Factory – Community Activities
Date: 5, 6, 12, 13, 19, 20, 26 & 27 September 2021
Venue: Tin Chiu Street (near North Point Promenade)
Artist: Jason Lee
Get Go! Street Work-out
Get Go! Street Muscle-UP

6, 13, 20 & 27 September
5, 12, 19 & 26 September

20:00-21:30
15:00-16:30

07. Ocean Imagineer – Community Activities
Date: 11, 25 September & 9 October 2021
Venue: North Point (East) Ferry Pier
Artist: Cesar Jung-Harada@Scoutbots
Biology Workshop with HKU SWIMS Institute
Maker’s Workshop with MakerBay

11, 25 Sep & 9 Oct
11, 25 Sep & 9 Oct

14:00-15:30
16:00-17:30

Please note that Festival programme are currently still under planning. For the most updated programme
information, please kindly contact Fei Hung at fhung@hkac.org.hk.

